Albany Law School (Connie Mayer)
American University (Jayesh Rathod)
Arizona State University (Eric Menkhus)
Atlanta's John Marshall School of Law (Bridgett Ortega)
Barry University (Lee Schinasi)
Baylor University (Stephen Rispoli)
Belmont University (Ellen Black)
Boston College (Judy McMorrow)
Boston University (Karen Pita Loor)
Brigham Young University (Carl Hernandez)
Brooklyn Law School (Stacy Caplow)
California Western (Mark Weinstein)
Campbell University (Roger Manus)
Capital University (Danny Bank)
Case Western Reserve University (Laura McNally-Levine)
Catholic University (Catherine Klein)
Chapman University (Carolyn Larmore)
Charleston School of Law (Elizabeth Hamilton)
Chicago-Kent School of Law (Jenifer Robbins)
City University of New York (Donna Lee)
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law (Carol Heyward)
Columbia University (Brett Dignam)
Concordia University (Latonia Keith)
Cornell University (John Blume)
Creighton University (Catherine Mahern)
DePaul University (Julie Lawton)
Drake University (Suzan Pritchett)
Drexel University (Susan Brooks)
Duke University (Andrew Foster)
Duquesne University (Katherine Norton)
Elon University (Kathy Conner)
Emory University (Sarah Shalf)
Faulkner University (John Craft)
Florida A&M University (Darryll Jones)
Florida State University (Paolo Annino)
Fordham University (Mike Martin)
George Mason University (Annamaria Nields)
George Washington University (Laurie Kohn)
Georgetown University (Kris Henning)
Georgia State University (Lisa Bliss)
Golden Gate University (Allison Wang)
Gonzaga University (Gail Hammer)
Harvard Law School (Dan Nagin)
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Hofstra University (Theo Liebmann)
Howard University (Valerie Schneider)
Indiana University - Bloomington (Donna Nagy)
Indiana University - Indianapolis (Cynthia Baker)
UIC John Marshall Law School (Alicia Alvarez)
Lewis and Clark University (Kathy Hessler)
Lincoln Memorial University (Matt Lyon)
Louisiana State University (Bob Lancaster)
Loyola University, Chicago (Josie Gough)
Loyola University, Los Angeles (Cindy Archer)
Loyola University, New Orleans (Bill Quigley)
Marquette University (Thomas Hammer)
Mercer University (Tim Floyd)
Michigan State University (Veronica Thronson)
Mitchell Hamline (Brad Colbert)
New England Law | Boston (Russell Engler)
New York Law School (Frank Bress)
New York University (Randy Hertz)
North Carolina Central University (Fred Williams)
Northeastern University (James Rowan)
Northern Illinois University (Paul Cain)
Northern Kentucky University (Amy Halbrook)
Northwestern University (Julie Biehl)
Notre Dame University (Bob Jones)
Nova Southeastern University (Nancy Sanguigni)
Ohio Northern University (Melissa Kidder)
Ohio State University (Steven Huefner)
Pace University (Elissa Germaine)
Penn State - Dickinson (Camille Marion)
Penn State - Penn State Law (Ross Pifer)
Pepperdine University (Jeff Baker)
Quinnipiac University (Carrie Kaas)
Roger Williams University (Andy Horwitz)
Rutgers Law School (Jon Dubin & Joanne Gottesman)
Samford University (Deborah Young)
Santa Clara University (Sandeep Magliozzi)
Seattle University (Lisa Brodoff)
Seton Hall (Lori Borgen)
South Texas College of Law (Cathy Burnett)
Southern Illinois University (John Derbes)
Southern Methodist University (Mary Spector)
Southern University (Virginia Listach)
Southwestern Law School (Julie Waterstone)
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St. John's University (Ann Goldweber)
St. Louis University (Dana Malkus)
St. Mary's University (Karen Kelley)
St. Thomas University - Florida (Cece Dykas)
Stanford University (Jayashri Srikantiah)
Stetson University (Chrissy Cerniglia)
Suffolk University (Kim McLaurin)
Syracuse University (Debrah Kenn)
Temple University (Jaya Ramji-Nogales)
Texas A&M University (Luz Herrera)
Texas Tech University (Larry Spain)
Touro Law Center (Melina Healey)
Tulane University (Stacy Seicshnaydre)
University of Akron (Joann Sahl)
University of Alabama (Yuri Linetsky)
University of Arizona (Paul Bennett)
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville (Tiffany Murphy)
University of Arkansas at Little Rock (Kelly Terry)
University of Baltimore (Margaret Johnson)
University of Buffalo (Kim Dianna Connolly)
University of California - Berkeley (Elisabeth Semel)
University of California - Davis (Jack Chin)
University of California - Hastings (Ascanio Piomelli)
University of California - Irvine (Carrie Hempel)
University of California - Los Angeles (Sameer Ashar)
University of Chicago (Jeff Leslie)
University of Cincinnati (Christine Szydlowski)
University of Colorado (Deborah Cantrell)
University of Connecticut (Paul Chill)
University of Dayton (Andrea Seielstad)
University of Denver (Tamara Kuennen)
University of Detroit Mercy (Nicholas Schroek)
University of District of Columbia (Matt Fraidin)
University of Florida (Silvia Menendez)
University of Georgia (Ellie Lanier)
University of Hawaii (Calvin Pang)
University of Houston (Janet Heppard)
University of Idaho (Jessica Long)
University of Illinois (Melissa Frydman)
University of Iowa (John Allen)
University of Kansas (Jean Phillips)
University of Kentucky (Allison Connelly)
University of Louisville (Shelley Santry)
University of Maine (Deirdre Smith)
University of Maryland (Michael Pinard)
University of Massachusetts (Margaret Drew)
University of Memphis (Danny Schaffzin)
University of Miami (Kele Stewart)
University of Michigan (David Santacroce)
University of Minnesota (Laura Thomas)
University of Mississippi (Tucker Carrington)
University of Missouri - Columbia (Kandice Johnson)
University of Missouri - Kansas City (Meg Reuter)
University of Montana (Hillary Wandler)
University of Nebraska (Kevin Ruser)
University of Nevada, Las Vegas (Joan Howarth)
University of New Hampshire (Peter Wright)
University of New Mexico (Serge Martinez)
University of North Carolina (Erika Wilson)
University of North Dakota (Patricia Hodny)
University of North Texas - Dallas (Angela Downes)
University of Oklahoma (Gail Mullins)
University of Oregon (Stuart Chinn)
University of Pacific - McGeorge School of Law (Mary-Beth Moylan)
University of Pennsylvania (Praveen Kosuri)
University of Pittsburgh (Sheila Velez Martinez)
University of Richmond (Margaret Ivey)
University of San Diego (Bob Muth)
University of San Francisco (Bill Hing)
University of South Carolina (Jaclyn Cherry)
University of South Dakota (Ramon Ortiz)
University of Southern California (Laura Riley)
University of St. Thomas (Rachel Moran)
University of Tennessee (Joy Radice)
University of Texas (Eden Harrington)
University of Toledo (Robert Salem)
University of Tulsa (Mimi Marton)
University of Utah (Anna Carpenter)
University of Virginia (Sarah Shalf)
University of Washington (Christine Cimini)
University of Wisconsin (Ursula Weigold)
University of Wyoming (Danielle Cover)
Vanderbilt University (Sue Kay)
Vermont Law School (Beth Locker)
Villanova University (Matthew McGovern)
Wake Forest University (Steve Virgil)
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- Washburn University (Gillian Chadwick)
- Washington and Lee University (John King)
- Washington University (Bob Kuehn)
- Wayne State University (Rachel Settlege)
- Western Michigan University - Cooley (Dustin Foster)
- Western New England University (Lauran Carasik)
- West Virginia University (Marjorie McDiarmid)
- Widener University - Delaware (Frances Catania, Jr.)
- Willamette University (Warren Binford)
- William and Mary (Patricia Roberts)
- Yale Law School (Muneer Ahmad)
- Yeshiva University - Cardozo School of Law (Leslie Salzman)